
 

Fibaro The Heat Controller -
Thermostat kit

wireless - Z-Wave Plus - 868 MHz - 2.4
Ghz

Group Home Automation
Manufacturer Fibaro
Manufacturer item no. FIBEFGT-START
EAN/UPC 5902701701079

Description
Simplicity combined with technology is
the key to revolution. Based on the
cubic capacity of your room,
thermostatic radiator head, calculates
how much time it takes to reach the
temperature you want. Moreover, the
current temperature is indicated by the
appropriate ring color. You no longer
have to read the temperature on poor
displays. Try, set your temperature and
discover the color language. 

 See how amazingly simple and efficient
heating management can be. You can
install the FIBARO Heat Controller on
any number of radiators and they will
co-operate with each other to provide
the optimum temperature. No other
controller offers such a level of heating
comfort and such an array of
possibilities. Wherever you are,
whenever you are: use your hand, use
your voice or use your mobile app to
have precision control of the heating in
every room in your home. 

 The most advanced technology and its
unique design make the device a perfect

 



 
whole, able to transform your home.
Managing the temperature has never
been as precise and as simple before. 

 Enjoy the convenience of an
intelligently managed heating system.
The FIBARO Heat Controller will react
to the number of people in a room, an
open window and another heat source
like a fireplace. It will consider all these
conditions and will provide a stable
temperature ensuring comfort and
savings. 

 The FIBARO System can activate
heating when you're on your way home.
Thanks to the geolocation possibilities,
the thermostatic radiator head knows
the time of your arrival. It will start
increasing the temperature at the
optimum moment in order to reach the
perfect level of warmth when you
arrive. This function is perfect if your
working hours are irregular or you want
to heat that cottage in the country you
only use at weekends. 

 
Main features  

Product Description Fibaro The Heat Controller - thermostat
kit

Product Type Thermostat kit

Functions Temperature measuring, control heating
systems

Power Source Battery, power adapter
Package Content Temperature sensor, thermostat
Connectivity Wireless - Z-Wave Plus
Frequency Band 868 MHz, 2.4 Ghz

Extended details
General

Product Type Thermostat kit

Functions Temperature measuring, control heating
systems

Power Source Battery, power adapter
Package Content Temperature sensor, thermostat
Connectivity Technology Wireless - Z-Wave Plus
Frequency Band 868 MHz, 2.4 Ghz
Features USB powered, child protection

Internet of Things (IoT)
Measurement Accuracy ±0.5 °C

Thermostat
Features Programmable

Battery
Technology Lithium polymer

Miscellaneous
Included Accessories CR2032 battery
Encryption Algorithm 128-bit AES

Compliant Standards RoHS 2011/65/EU, Directive
2014/53/EU
Dimensions & Weight

 



 
Dimensions & Weight Details Thermostat: 5.6 cm x 7.4 cm x 5.6 cm ¦

Temperature sensor: 3.8 cm x 3.8 cm x
1.2 cm
Environmental Parameters

Min Operating Temperature 0 °C
Max Operating Temperature 40 °C

Technical data © CNET Content Solutions. Subject to technical modifications and errors. 

 


